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<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>

CMO Lt. Praxton
::in sickbay trying to get down from desk::

Lt R. Rose
::::in Arboretum trying to contact Science ::

Counselor Tharrn
::on the bridge, in his chair, 4 feet high::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::standing on chair checking TAC situation::

Capt. Brinn
::on bridge, looking around::  Guglaron:  get some distance between us and the object.

FCO Ens. Sea
::too small to reach controls::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Wandering around the bridge trying not to get trampled under foot::

Lt. Olbrun
::on the bridge, noticing that only the Captain and XO are still normal size.

CMO Lt. Praxton
::holds onto chair arm trying to step onto medical case to get down from chair::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
Olbrun:: How come you are still the same height?

Counselor Tharrn
::tries to look over the arm-rest at Brinn::

Lt. Olbrun
::she goes to the helm:: Sea: If you don't mind.
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Lt. Olbrun
Pang: I'm not sure how- but I'm just waiting for my turn.

FCO Ens. Sea
CO: I cannot discharge my duties and request to retire to my cabin

Capt. Brinn
::stands, carefulling moving around the bridge, lifting all the officers up to their stations::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::foot slips and Maggie falls to the floor::  OW !!  ::rubs head::

Lt. Olbrun
::she sits at helm, and waits for the captain's orders::

Capt. Brinn
Sea:  You cannot discharge your duties?

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Stands next to the CO's chair::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: Could the bio-electric signal from that thing be reversed?

FCO Ens. Sea
I'm too small

Capt. Brinn
::moves to helm:: 

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Man everything is so huge::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: if so, it might help ....

Lt R. Rose
{#} Science : Lenor , I have a partial solution anyway ...we set up a Multi phasic generator as a sheild and it seems to be working

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  work on it.

Counselor Tharrn
Brinn: Maybe I could help out at the con.

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks about Bridge::

Capt. Brinn
Sea: You are dismissed then

Lt. Olbrun
::she uses reverse thrusters to put distance between the ship and the object::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::awaits CO's orders::

FCO Ens. Sea
::leaves

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  Thank you.  Please do.

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO: Aye Sir ...::starts detailed examination of signature looking for something new::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::gets up off the floor and dusts self off and enters Sickbay proper::

FCO Ens. Sea
::returns to quarters::

Counselor Tharrn
::jumps from his chair and waddles over to the CON::

[Science] Lt. Lenor
#Rose: can it be used to surround the ship?

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Tries shouting to gain attention::

Counselor Tharrn
::climbs up the chair and adjusts console::

Capt. Brinn
Gug:  Work with Lenor on the sci station.  I want to know what is causing this.  

Lt. Olbrun
::she notices that her uniform is starting to feel baggy::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::looks up at biobeds and sighs::

OPS LtJG Quchant
CO: Sir...I have an idea about why this effect is different to all of us

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
CO:aye sir

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::wonders whether the shields may prevent re-programming or if they are helping::

Capt. Brinn
Quchant:   Indeed.  Please speak.

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::goes over to Sci. station

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::In a very high pitch and relatively quiet voice::All: Hey.  I'm down here.

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Lenor: what have you found so far?

FCO Ens. Sea
::well this is an interesting situation which will require a unique solutuion::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::struggles to pick up medical tricorder and take reading of patients in sickbay::

Counselor Tharrn
XO/CO: I am ready and awaiting your orders.

Lt R. Rose
#SCience: Lenor not this model ...but we could use several to surround the object or the main banks to generate the same frequencies

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::hears a squeak .... looks down and sees Peters::

Lt. Olbrun
::she listens to Quchant, but is rapidly finding herself looking over the console::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Waves arms::

FCO Ens. Sea
::sits down in room and relaxes::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::seems to have stopped shrinking .... wonders why::

OPS LtJG Quchant
CO: Sir, I think it has something to do with metabolic rates....I would like to check it out with the Doc

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Wishes he had a cloth to hide his embarrasment::

[Science] Lt. Lenor
::sees xo walking over to her::  Xo: sir it appears Lt. Rose may have a solution

Lt. Olbrun
Captain: We are backing away from the object.

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::passes handkerchief to Peters::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at Rose::

Capt. Brinn
::nods at Quchant:: Do so.

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~~let there be peace in my mind and soul~~~

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Rose: what have you got?

Capt. Brinn
::starts to feel a little strange::

OPS LtJG Quchant
CO: Yes Sir

Lt. Olbrun
::she feels the telepathic brush again::~~~Who is out there?~~~

Lt R. Rose
#Science : Lenor , It only stops the progress unfortunately ...but it may buy us time

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::tries remodulating the signature ....::

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~deep meditation~~~

CMO Lt. Praxton
::walks over to console, climbs up and trys to access the medical database::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::The hankerchief complely covers Peters::

OPS LtJG Quchant
{#}CMO: Doc?...where are you?

[Science] Lt. Lenor
#Rose: see what you can come up with.... let me know when it can be done

Capt. Brinn
::shakes head, trying to regain the headset that feels right::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::routes remodulation to outlet on console .... rechecks::

Counselor Tharrn
::programs some defensive maneuvers - just in case::

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~purity of purpose~~~

CMO Lt. Praxton
{#} Quchant: I am in sickbay

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Rose: can you tell me what you plan to do?

Counselor Tharrn
::rolls up sleeves::
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Lt R. Rose
#Science: Lenor transfering data to your condsole now :::presses a few buttons :::

Capt. Brinn
::notices that her sleeve is now falling farther beyond her wrist than it should::

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~touches soul~~~

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Struggles to free of the hankerchief and sees the spider::

Lt. Olbrun
::her shrinking is rapidly progressing::

OPS LtJG Quchant
::moves over to TL::

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  It would appear I am now being affected.

[Science] Lt. Lenor
#Rose: recieved

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Runs away::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::turns to CO::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::taps console buttons trying to get results from computer model::

Lt. Olbrun
~~~her awareness is somehow....broaded for a time~~~

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: I understand Sir

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~steps out of body in astral form~~~

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~much better~~~

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::holds hand against console screen ... notices no further shrinkage::

OPS LtJG Quchant
::gets in TL:: Sickbay  {Deck}

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: I am going to take FC and get us away from this object

Capt. Brinn
::ties her console into the sci console while she still can::

Capt. Brinn
Gug:  Excellent.  Do so.

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Shouting::Hey someone pick me up.

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::runs to FCO Station::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Spider gives chase::

Lt. Olbrun
::she climbs down out of her seat to accomidate the XO::

[Science] Lt. Lenor
XO: sir.... here is the info that Rose has been working on

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~leaves quarters and body behind~~~

Capt. Brinn
::spots Peters, picks him up before he gets stepped on::

OPS LtJG Quchant
::gets out of TL...heads to SB::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::configures the console, heading 1234.89 Mark 6, Warp 6

CMO Lt. Praxton
::sighs to self:: How can I help these people, if I can't help myself?

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO: Captain .... it seems that the wave can be suspended ... adding alphrimetric diagronic stream ....

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  Thanks captain.

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks down at Olbrun::

Capt. Brinn
::places Peters on the armchair::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Olbrun: can you manage to get us away then?

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~::heads to bridge and passes through walls::~~~

Lt. Olbrun
::she looks up:: XO: I think that you would be beter off here.

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Sitting on armchair with hands over private parts::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  Would suspending them halt the phenomenon we are experiencing?

OPS LtJG Quchant
Doc: Hi..I have an idea...I think this effect has something to do with Metabolic rates

Lt R. Rose
:::works on expanding feild :::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::routes alphimetric diagronic parameters to Science console:: CO: Yes I think so ...

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  Any chance of some clothing?

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
:smiles at Olbrun:: I will do this then

Lt. Ornay
::she hops off of her chair::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  Then do so, now....

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Hears Quchant::

Lt. Ornay
::she then leaves the bridge, and heads for engineering::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::looks down from the top of the console:: Quchant: just a sec, let me get down from here

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::hits the WQrap Drive {Warp}

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~::arrives at bridge, looks around::~~~

Capt. Brinn
::still only inches shorter than she was::

Counselor Tharrn
::thinks that this chair is to small for two, and waddles back to his own chair::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
Lenor :: if you can amplify these .... we may be able to prlong

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::sees image of object in view screen::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::climbs down and faces Quchant:: Quchant: What do you have in mind?

Lt. Ornay
::she gets into the turbolift:: Computer, Main Engineering.

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  That would make sense.  I was struggling with the flu when this thing hit us.

[Science] Lt. Lenor
::looks at Pang::  understood.... ::amplifies::

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~::well situation is unchanged::~~~

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::thinks it is safer to run today::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: and, if someone could route this data into a probe ....we could interfere with the signature?

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  and I seem to be the worst affected

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Olbrun: what is our position?

OPS LtJG Quchant
Doc: Place me in stasis so my metabolic rate stops...then try and reverse my metabolic rate and see if I get bigger again....

Lt R. Rose
#Science : Lenor , Idf i may I would like to work with the good Doctor on what I have 

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Could you assist Pang by routing the data to a probe?

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~::it is best that my body is safe in my quarters::~~~

CMO Lt. Praxton
Quchant: good idea

[Science] Lt. Lenor
#Rose: not a prob

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::scans console::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  When it is ready, launch at will...

OPS LtJG Quchant
::lies on Biobed...::

Lt. Ornay
::the trip to engineering seems to drag on::

[Science] Lt. Lenor
CO: doing now  ::routes Data::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::walks over to stasis chamber with Quchant::

OPS LtJG Quchant
Doc: I will probably be out for a long time

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::amplifies the weird signals she has managed to generate::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::nods::

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~::cannot see anything unusual::~~~

Lt R. Rose
:::Takes portable unit sets it to mirror the same frequencies and heads to sickbay :::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Spots a rather small ensign walking past::Could you replicate me a new uniform please?

CMO Lt. Praxton
::stands on tippy toes to reach latch::

Lt. Ornay
::she arrives in Engineering, and looks around her- several of the crew are also her size now::

ENGINEER Ensign Kahli
::hops off biobed in sickbay:: Doc: Dr. Praxton....I think my.....  ENSIGN KAHLI DISAPPEARS IN AN APPARENT BEAM OUT

ENGINEER Ensign Kahli
{transporter}

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
Lenor:: thanks .... I am having a problem reaching the launch button ... perhaps you can help?

OPS LtJG Quchant
{#}CO: Sir....the Doc is going to put me in stasis and try and reverse my metabolic rate

CMO Lt. Praxton
::hears transporter beam::

[Science] Lt. Lenor
PAng: sure.... ::walks over and pushes button::

Lt R. Rose
:::enters sickbay ...notes the small size of everyone there ::::

Counselor Tharrn
::hops back onto the chair of the CON::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
<Ensign>:Peters:  sure thing sir.  Here you go.

Lt R. Rose
:::enters sickbay ...notes the small size of everyone there ::::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::sits in XO chair::

[Science] Lt. Lenor
::goes back to science

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Puts on the minature uniform::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::sets stasis chamber to test::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::watches the probe speeding towards the object ... tracking the reversed signature ::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Tharrn: what is our Position?

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  We need more distance between us and this object......

Lt R. Rose
Doctor : I have a device here that seems to stop the shrinking

ENGINEER Ensign Kahli
ENSIGN KAHLI HAS APPRENTLY BEEN BEAMED OFF THE SHIP

CMO Lt. Praxton
::looks up and up and up at Rose::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::hears alarm of unauthorsied beam out::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  I could run ops from your arm console

Capt. Brinn
::taps console, trying to determine if the rate of deminishment is changing at all...

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
Lenor: thanks .... ::notices that no further shrinkage in Lenor either::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::scans console::

Capt. Brinn
Peters:  Please do...

[Science] Lt. Lenor
Pang: anytime

Lt. Ornay
::she goes to one of the consoles, trying to read the information::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  aye sir.

CMO Lt. Praxton
::wonders where the Ens Kahli has gone::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: it would appear one of our crew has been beamed off the shipo

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Stands up and looks at the console::

Lt R. Rose
Doctor ...its range is not great about a radii of 5 meters ...where do you want me to set it up ?
 
Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  How could that be?

CMO Lt. Praxton
::points to biobed::

CMO Lt. Praxton
Rose: Set it over there

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at CO:: I do not know sir

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Reaches and pulls up transporter log::

Lt R. Rose
:::::places device near Biobed:::

Counselor Tharrn
::enters commands:: Raising our speed to warp 7.

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  Shield status.  Are they full up?

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::With big toe presses the display button::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::scans console::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::tries to communicate with the probe ..... ::

[Science] Lt. Lenor
CO: sensors show one lifesign now WITHIN the oblong shape

Lt. Ornay
::grows frustrated with this- knows there is a better way of getting around::

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~::floating on bridge::~~~

CMO Lt. Praxton
{#} Bridge: one of my patients, Ens Kahli has disappeared, anything in the transporter log?

Capt. Brinn
Within????  ::looks surprised::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Pang: Status on TAC, in particula the shields please?

Capt. Brinn
Tac:  Full alert....

[Science] Lt. Lenor
CO: yes sir.... within

Lt. Ornay
::she goes to her quarters, and realises what has happened with Sea::

Lt R. Rose
Dcotor:Doctor .... do you have any more Multiphasic generators here ?

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  Are we gaining distance from this thing?

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  Sensor log shows that the beam originated fro the object

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
XO:: shields still at full efficiency .... and the probe is working I thnk

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~::hmmm, looking around::~~~

CMO Lt. Praxton
Rose: Yeah, I think ...over tehre in the closet

Counselor Tharrn
CO: The object is still closing in. Raising speed to warp 8.

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  Excellent

Lt. Ornay
::heads back to Engineering::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Pang: understood, please maintain a watch on that object

Capt. Brinn
::ponders the situation::

CMO Lt. Praxton
{#} Bridge: Do you read ::small squeeky voice::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: shields operating at full effieciency

Lt R. Rose
:::goes to closet ...starts to rig the four there  to the same frequncy patterns :::

Capt. Brinn
XO: acknowledged.  Any thoughts?

Lt. Ornay
::is able to see a flashing light on the console:: ::slaps commbadge:: Captain: The beam out can be traced to the alien vessel.

Counselor Tharrn
CO: Sir, maybe saucer-separation could be of some help here.

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::notices that lifesigns from object (amplified by probe) seem to be getting stronger::

[Science] Lt. Lenor
::attempting to find out if the life sign is humaniod::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::wonders if the Seleya is moving away from obolisk::

Capt. Brinn
#Praxton:  has the rate of shrinkage slowed any?

CMO Lt. Praxton
{#}Bridge: We have lost Ens. Kalhi, perhaps transported off?  I show no physical evidence and a small transport trace

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Reroutes power from non essential systems to shields and engines::

Lt. Ornay
::she shakes her head, unable to determine if the comm went through::

Lt R. Rose
:::Sets up units around the sickbay and turns them on :::

Counselor Tharrn
::checks readouts:: The object is still cloing in. Going to maximum warp now.

CMO Lt. Praxton
{#}CO: No, we haven't stopped yet

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
Lenor:: could it be the beamed out guy?

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~::I'm going over to that ship and snoop around::~~~
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Capt. Brinn
#Praxton:  We detect a life on the object, at about the time Kalhi disappeared....

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::aside:: CO: I wonder if we can reflect the energy back inot that object

[Science] Lt. Lenor
PAng: my guess it is.... still trying ot confirm

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  Incoming transporter beam.

Lt. Ornay
~~~What do you think you're doing? I don't think it's wise to go over alone~~~

Capt. Brinn
Gug:  Make it so.  I am open to anything right about now...

CMO Lt. Praxton
::looks up and sees Ens. Kahli::
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Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::notices the lifesigns disappear:: Lenor .... no longer there!

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: on it Sir

Capt. Brinn
Helm:  Our distance from the object?

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~what else can I do, I'm not making much progress here~~~

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  Ensign Kahli is back in sickbay

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::walks over to Lenor/Rose::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::sighs as she has to climb up to the biobed::
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Lt. Ornay
~~~It isn't wise to go over alone~~~

Counselor Tharrn
::checks scanners:: The object is falling back, Captain.

Capt. Brinn
#Praxton:  If you can spare anyone, I could use a hypo for the headache I'm developing.

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
XO:: I believe it is falling away from us ....

CMO Lt. Praxton
Rose: Hey Lt. can you give me a boost up on the biobed?

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn, excellent...

Lt R. Rose
Doctor : Doctor let me help...I can be your hands if nothing else 

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Science: can you work on a way of trying to configure a shiled that will reflect the energy eminating form the obolisk?

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~you are welcome to join me if you can astrally project~~~

Lt. Ornay
::she arrives in her quarters, and forces herself to fall asleep::

[Science] Lt. Lenor
::overhearing com with captain:: Pang it seems it was Kali

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at Pang:: Pang: good, keep myself and the Co informed

CMO Lt. Praxton
{#} CO: Yes, I will send someone immediately

Lt R. Rose
:::helps the Doctor to the Biobed::

Capt. Brinn
Helm:  Bring us to a stop, but tell me if the current distance changes....

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
XO:: we have already launched a probe with an attempt to do that Sir

CMO Lt. Praxton
Rose: Thanks

Lt. Ornay
~~~I will try.~~~

Counselor Tharrn
::tries to remember how to do the nifty maneuvers::

[Science] Lt. Lenor
XO: Rose is working on that in Sickbay with the Doc... making sure it will work

Lt R. Rose
Doctor: Doctor , Glad to :::grin :::

Capt. Brinn
::takes a deep breath, and organizes thoughts::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::picks up tricorder and holds hand held module and runs it over Kahli::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  The objected has slowed to warp 6.

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Pang: understood, are there any results yet?

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~I'm going over there any snoop~~~

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Any insight to what has caused this?

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::still monitoring the probe ... which has halted 5 metres from the obelisk::
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Lt. Ornay
::she can feel her awareness beginning to shift as she falls asleep::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
XO:: none except I am no longer shrinking

CMO Lt. Praxton
Rose: When do you think you can get the module working?

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::hears Peters transmssion::

Capt. Brinn
Peters:  Thank you, work with helm to maintain our current separation.

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  The obect has come to a full stop

[Science] Lt. Lenor
CO: not sure.... it seems to be feeding off us somehow thou... still working on  it

Counselor Tharrn
CO: The objext has halted. Your orders?

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  Yes sir.

Capt. Brinn
Helm:  Full stop.

Lt. Ornay
::finally she is able to move away from her sleeping form, but it feels like she's dreaming::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::smiles:: Pang: that is good, if you have stopped, then may be distance is the answer

CMO Lt. Praxton
::Dr. Grey leaves sickbay for the bridge with a hypo for the CO::

Capt. Brinn
::looks around in sudden lull::  

Lt R. Rose
Doctor: it is working now.....I walked over here with it on 

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO/XO:: the object is scanning our probe ....

Counselor Tharrn
::slowly stops the ship:: CO: Full stop. Aye, aye.

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  any progress on what is causing this?

Lt. Ornay
::in dream form she tries to home in on the object in question::

CMO Lt. Praxton
Rose: What type affects should I see?

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: I have had reports that some shrinking has ceased and the obolisk has stopped

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~what do you feel like?~~~

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: seems to be interested in the probe ...

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  We are 200,000 km from the object.

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Pang: understood, please monitor

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  Continue scanning, but maintain alert status

Lt. Ornay
~~~Exhausted~~~

Capt. Brinn
::nods to all::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO: Aye Sir

Counselor Tharrn
::brings the Seleya around to be able to use the forward sensors::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::brain is hurting::

Lt R. Rose
Doctor : Doctor more lack of effects ...it seems to stop whatever is causing this...I tested it on some plants in the nursery

[Science] Lt. Lenor
CO: All I can confirm is that it is being caused by the object... the closer we are the more it feeds...

CMO Lt. Praxton
<Dr. Grey> :: enters the bridge with hypo for the CO::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Increases power to forward sensor array::

Capt. Brinn
All:  all right... we've apparently managed to halt the shrinking.

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~yes, but that will pass, there is no body~~~

[Science] Lt. Lenor
#Rose: How is it coming down there..... is it working in Sickbay?

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: will further distance then allow the crew to grow???

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: I could route a series of holograms via the probe ... perhaps it does not mean to harm us?

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Hears the CO and thanks someone for that::

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~ready to snoop around?~~~

CMO Lt. Praxton
::Maggie monitors Kahli's progress, she looks up and sees that he is growing::

Lt. Ornay
~~~she looks around as she passes dwarf-like crew members~~~

Capt. Brinn
#Praxton:  Your efforts should be focused on how to reverse the effects; recommendations welcome.

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  Glad to hear it.  6 inches is small enough.

Lt. Ornay
~~~Yes.~~~

Lt R. Rose
Doctor ... It does not reverse the process but it gives us time and a clue as to what may be affected and causing this

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Takes a run up the arm to reach the top button::

Capt. Brinn
Bridge:  I want information about that object and what caused this.

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~::leaves Seleya and moves towards object~~~

CMO Lt. Praxton
{#} CO: Ens. Kahli's little venture has somehow caused him to reverse his shrinking

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::prepares a few pictures in case they are required::

Capt. Brinn
::grins at Peters::  We'll get you back to normal...

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  Is the object capable of being boarded?

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  Hope so.  It's hard to run a station when your this small.

CMO Lt. Praxton
<Dr. Grey> ::standing by the CO offers the Hypo:: CO: Sir, you have a headache?

[Science] Lt. Lenor
CO: the object is sending out a  garbled message to the Seleya..  

Lt. Ornay
~~~she stays around the bridge, looking over the crew~~~

[Science] Lt. Lenor
Pang: can you help me to clear the signal up?

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: I would not think so Sir ... but it seems as if it is hollow ... so perhaps the transporter might work?

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Can we decode it?  On audio.  Work with Pang.

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  suggest we feed the message through the universal translator.

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
Lenor:: k ... ::starts to help::
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Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  It maybe trying to communicate

CMO Lt. Praxton
::looks over to Rose:: Rose: could this be caused by his transport  out of here or by your machine?

Capt. Brinn
Peters: acknowledged....

Counselor Tharrn
::frowns::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::removes some of the interference from the signal::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Feeds incoming message through the UT::

Capt. Brinn
::waits for staff to degarble::

Lt. Ornay
::she hears the message, and decides to return to her sleeping form, knowing that she may be able to help in Engineering::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
Lenor: better?

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~::approaches object::~~~

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn?  What are you thinking?
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Lt R. Rose
Doctor: It must be caused by the trip in the machine...the generator is just a shield

CMO Lt. Praxton
::nods::

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~::maybe I should go back::~~~

Counselor Tharrn
CO: I was just thinking about that message.

Lt. Ornay
::Mariel wakes in her quarters, and rubbing the sleep out of her eyes, heads for Engineering::

[Science] Lt. Lenor
CO: unsure what to make of the message sir

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn: your thought s would be welcomed.

CMO Lt. Praxton
::watches as more come into sickbay reporting that they are returning to normal::

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Is it intelligible?

Lt. Ornay
::she hops into the TL, and pulls the sleeves up on her uniform::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: I feel there must be intelligence there .... and not malignant ...

CMO Lt. Praxton
::says a silent prayer of thanks::

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~::returns to body::~~~

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Checks status reports panel::
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Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::In particular sickbay::

FCO Ens. Sea
::wakes up::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  It may be.........

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::notices it is easier to reach the far buttons::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::notices that she has grown 3 inchs in the past minute::

FCO Ens. Sea
::yawn::

Capt. Brinn
::waits and considers::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  Sickbay are reporting crew returning to normal size

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: I am starting to grow again !

[Science] Lt. Lenor
CO: sir.... not really.... trying to see what it could mean....

Lt. Ornay
::her uniform is starting to fit again, gradually::

FCO Ens. Sea
::walks outside::

FCO Ens. Sea
::goes to TL::

Capt. Brinn
:;nods to bridge as staff starts to return to normal::

Counselor Tharrn
CO: Looks like some kind of test... a probe.

Lt. Ornay
::by the time she reaches Engineering, she is able to reach the panels with little effort::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Still feeling the effects of the flu::

Lt R. Rose
Science: Lenor we are getting people here reporting a return to noraml size ...have we done an anaylsis of the waves spectra readings form the onset ?

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::checks the probe status ::

FCO Ens. Sea
Bridge

CMO Lt. Praxton
{#} CO/XO: I don't know what exactly happened, but the effects are reversing themselves

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  You suspect this is a probe?

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::wonders if the probe she sent out caused it to rethink what it was doing::

[Science] Lt. Lenor
#Rose: there has been yes....

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
#Pratxon: do you have any edical reason why?
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Counselor Tharrn
CO: Yes, Sir. A scientific probe gathering data about...well... I don't know.

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  I still want to know what caused the shrinkage; there must have been something in the pulsations it emanated...

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::tries to understand the garbled message::

CMO Lt. Praxton
{#} Gug: No, none at all, Sir.

FCO Ens. Sea
::arrives at bridge::

Capt. Brinn
Lenor:  Attempt to gather all the data you can.

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: I do too sir

[Science] Lt. Lenor
CO: I am working on that now

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Tries to interrpret the message using ships computers::

FCO Ens. Sea
CO: reporting for duty

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  maintain our current distance....

Lt R. Rose
Doctor: Doctor  , I think the ansewr may be in those spectra readings 

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Lenor: do oyu havre any ideas what caused the shrinkings

Capt. Brinn
Sea:  Welcome back

CMO Lt. Praxton
Rose: Which readings? ::looks at Rose::
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FCO Ens. Sea
CO: thank you was an interesting sensation

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::definitely feels more like herself::

Counselor Tharrn
Keeping our current distance. ::rolls sleeves back down a bit::

[Science] Lt. Lenor
XO: my guess had been that it was feeding on us.... but now I am more inclined to say that it was studying us

FCO Ens. Sea
CO: request permission to resume at helm

CMO Lt. Praxton
::watches as most of her patients grow back to normal size::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  Send out a universal greeting to the object. Let's see if that changes anything

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Lenor: keep gathering as much information as you can, try to establish the cause

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  I agree with Lt. Lenor.  From what I undertsnad of it's tranmissions, it is trying to help us.

Capt. Brinn
#Doc:  Any insight from the medical studies?

Counselor Tharrn
::nods at Sea and walks back to his chair::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Co: that meassge, perhaps there is a meaning in it!!

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO: Aye Sir ..... ::prepares the data for send.... sends::
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Capt. Brinn
Peters, Lenor:  To help us from what?

FCO Ens. Sea
::logs on helm

Lt R. Rose
Doctor : those spectra Readings ..... it must be a signal from the thing and must be transmitted over some frequencies  and affect tissue somehow ...note that the artificial things did not shrink :::points to uniform :::

CMO Lt. Praxton
{#} CO: None as of yet, I have no idea what's going on here.

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO: From what it did to us.  The shrinking.

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: Universal Greeting transmitted

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  All emmisions from the object have stopped

Capt. Brinn
Hmmmm......
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[Science] Lt. Lenor
CO: my guess it was studying us and caused us to shrink... now tyring to restore the damage it did 

CMO Lt. Praxton
{#}CO: But Lt. Rose seems to have a handle on what's happening, I will have him send a report to you immediately

Counselor Tharrn
CO: Sir, I suggest to beam it aboard.

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Lenor: lets try something else.....

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::hears new message::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Starts to feel uniform getting tight::

Capt. Brinn
All:  I'll take all the help we can get to restore the crew.

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Lenor: using your Beatzoid powers, can you communicate with it?

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: I do not feel we should let it onto the Seleya Sir

CMO Lt. Praxton
::nods to Rose:: Rose: your correct of course

Capt. Brinn
Tharrn:  Beam it aboard?

Lt R. Rose
:::sighs..... begins dictating a report :::
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Capt. Brinn
::glances at Gug:: Your thoughts on that?

Counselor Tharrn
CO: Yes, Sir. It seems to be non-functional...errr...never mind.

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  The object.  It's changing.

FCO Ens. Sea
CO: the object is active

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::notices the object altering form::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: it is changing, I would advise against beaming it aboard

[Science] Lt. Lenor
XO: sir I am unable to comunicate with it sir

Capt. Brinn
Helm:  Move us another 1000 kms away.

CMO Lt. Praxton
::discharges crew from sickbay:: Rose: can you have a report for the Captain?

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  I'm detecting molecular change in the structure

Lt. Ornay
::she has regained her original size, and is observing the changes to the object on the Engineering display::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Lenor: can you sense anything from it

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::wonders what next!::
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Capt. Brinn
All:  Monitor the changes; give me your input....

FCO Ens. Sea
CO: Aye astern 1/8......now approaching and additional 1000 km

Lt. Ornay
::she's keeping careful sensor logs::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Continuing to grow::

Lt R. Rose
:::Pauses :::: Doctor: ...Dictating one now 

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Watching the view screen::

[Science] Lt. Lenor
XO: no I am not able to.... to me it us just an object 

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: it now appears like a ship of some sort ... or a shuttle?

Capt. Brinn
::watches the viewscreen::

FCO Ens. Sea
CO: reminds me of the Tholians

Counselor Tharrn
::thinks that beaming it aboard wouldn't have been a good idea::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  It's status?

CMO Lt. Praxton
::nods and leaves the report to Rose and heads for the bridge::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Lenor: fine, it was worth a try

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: not armed ...

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Now at a size I can walk without being eaten by a spider::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::notices objects further changes::

Capt. Brinn
::nods::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge

CMO Lt. Praxton
{deck}

Capt. Brinn
Pang: try hailing it again

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Gets a uniform from the replicator that fits::
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[Science] Lt. Lenor
::continues scans::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO: {hailing}

Capt. Brinn
::nods at the doc, and turns attention to the viewscreen...

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Takes position at the proper Ops console::

FCO Ens. Sea
::fascinating::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::leaves TL to the bridge::
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Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: no response ......

Capt. Brinn
Sea:  Maintain the current distance between us...

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO: I think it is wanting our assistance.

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: except those garbled messages ....

FCO Ens. Sea
CO: Aye distance is current

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  Keep trying.  

CMO Lt. Praxton
::enters bridge and is glad to see everyone is normal size, goes down to command center and takes her seat::  CO: Everything ok here?

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: from the message context, the object appears to need help!!

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  I would further speculate that it is lost.

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO: Aye Sir ....{hailing}

Capt. Brinn
Peters:  It could be, but it needs to let us know what is wrong.....
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Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::resends Universal Greeting::

FCO Ens. Sea
Praxton: feeling fit as a fiddle

Lt R. Rose
".....the results of which will have to be interpreted though closer anaylsis of the dat but It will give us a course of study which could prove profitable " Computer end report ...send to the CO

CMO Lt. Praxton
::looks at the view screen::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: perahps if we pass to it maps from Stella Cartography

CMO Lt. Praxton
::nods to Sea::

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  activate Univ Translator

Lt R. Rose
<computer> Acknowledged

CMO Lt. Praxton
Sea: Glad to hear that <G>

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  We could transmit star charts to it.

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: Aye Sir .... ::does so:: it is activated Sir

Capt. Brinn
::looks at viewscreen:: <Object>  Are you in need of assistance?

FCO Ens. Sea
Praxton: I must be still under warrenty

Lt. Ornay
::she runs an additional scan:: {#} Captain, a subspace field is forming around the object.

CMO Lt. Praxton
::grins at Sea::
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Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: I am not sure if it means it will help us or is asking us for help Sir

Capt. Brinn
#Ornay:  Nature of the field?

CMO Lt. Praxton
CO: LT. Rose will have a report up here to you shortly/

Lt R. Rose
::::laeves Sickbay to return to arboretum :::

Lt. Ornay
{#}Captain: It's some sort of gateway, sir.

Capt. Brinn
Pang, Lenor:  Can you target the lifesigns of the missing crewmember?  

FCO Ens. Sea
::the field's nature is giving me a bellyache::
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Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  Detecting tetryon particals.  

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: the missing crew member is now back on board

Capt. Brinn
Pang:  acknowledged..

CMO Lt. Praxton
::thinks not another rip in space::

Lt R. Rose
#CO: I have sent my report to you on what we suspect

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
CO:: and I understand his size has returned to normal

CMO Lt. Praxton
::shakes head::
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FCO Ens. Sea
::hope it just moves along::

FCO Ens. Sea
::nice::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::cover eyes with hands::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  I beleive the object just folded space.

Capt. Brinn
::stares at blank screen::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::blinks as spots form in front of eyes::

Lt. Ornay
::she blinks as the object disappears::

CMO Lt. Praxton
::sees spots::

Capt. Brinn
Peters: It would seem so indeed....

Capt. Brinn
::shakes head::  #All stations report.....

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::squints at console:: CO:: I can find no trace of the object now ...

FCO Ens. Sea
::happiness is seeing this alien leave the neighborhood::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  It's gone.  I'm not detecting any signs of the obect.

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
<Lenor> CO:: confirm ... the object is gone

CMO Lt. Praxton
::thinks, thanks goodness it's left::

Capt. Brinn
::considers the incoming reports::

Lt. Ornay
{#}Captain: Engineering is reporting all systems at nominal levels.

FCO Ens. Sea
CO: sure left in a hurry, guess it didn't like us

CMO Lt. Praxton
CO: Sickbay, back to normal

Lt R. Rose
:::Looks at the wreckage that was once the arboretum ::::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Hears Ornay.  Glad engineering is Ok::

Capt. Brinn
::a little sad:: Ah, then one more unanswered mystery....

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
ALL: status report please

Capt. Brinn
Helm:  Let's continue on our way, full impulse.

CMO Lt. Praxton
XO: Sickbay is back to normal

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Wonders if transmitting the star charts helped it find its way home::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
XO: Shields and weapons 100% .... and TAC personnel at normal size Sir

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Praxton: thanks

Capt. Brinn
Science:  It looks like we are back to charting the stars....

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
CO:  Ops is functioning within normal parameters

Lt R. Rose
#Science : Lenor back at my station ...but I will haver to replant

FCO Ens. Sea
CO: Aye, and away we go....stepping on the gas.............

CMO Lt. Praxton
::looks down at uniform - all wrinkled::

[Science] Lt. Lenor
XO: All Science personal is back to normal sir... 

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
Lenor: thanks

ENGINEER Ensign Kahli
::sits up in biobed sweating:: Nurse: It......DOCTOR ! ::grabs Nurse and passes out again::

Lt R. Rose
::::rips out plants from beds :::

Capt. Brinn
::nods at the incoming reports:: All:  looks like we came out of another one unscathed...

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
*Security* Can you confirm no problems?

FCO Ens. Sea
::I love to play with these engines

FCO Ens. Sea
::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
<Security> All present and correct

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: Stations are reporting in, all appears to be normal

Capt. Brinn
Guglaron:  Stand down red alert....

[Science] Lt. Lenor
#Rose: understood.... sorry to hear your plants were ruined

CMO Lt. Praxton
<Dr Grey> ::looks at Ensign Kahli and shakes his head::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
XO:: All Security personnel in good order

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
TAC: stand down from red alert

Lt. Ornay
~~~Watch it with the engines, Sea~~~

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Puts normal operating energy level back in place::

Lt R. Rose
#Science : Lenor if that is all we have lost we are lucky ...and we might have gained much more

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
:scans console and notes Seleya resuming to normal patrol::

Capt. Brinn
::taps fingers on edge of armchair...

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~I know StarFleet didn't make them for my amusement but when the cats away~~~

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
XO:: Aye Sir .... initiates back to normal protocols

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks at COO::

CMO Lt. Praxton
<Dr> Grey> {#} Praxton: neurological readings are VERY high in Kahli

Capt. Brinn
::looks back at XO::

Lt. Ornay
::she leans on her elbows against one of the consoles, and takes a deep breath::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
COOOOO: (tee hee): I guess that is what you call one of lifes mysteries

ENGINEER Ensign Kahli
::awakens slightly:: Doc: They .... were in there..... all of them.. ::holds head in pain::

CMO Lt. Praxton
{#}Grey: Ok, can you have a report ready for me when I get there?

FCO Ens. Sea
::sailing, sailing over the ocean blue::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::looks around the bridge .... amazed that things look so normal::

CMO Lt. Praxton
{#}Praxton: Aye, Sir. will do.

Capt. Brinn
::grins at XO:: Who knows what we'll find here in the future?

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::hopes that the next obelisk will not turn them all into giants::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: what? (bemsued Klinogn look)

CMO Lt. Praxton
::thinks she needs a good game of poker and a stiff drink::
 
FCO Ens. Sea
::chasing comet.....now hold still::

ENGINEER Ensign Kahli
Doc:.....Klingons.....Romulans .... there were Borg in there too !!!

[Science] Lt. Lenor
::continues scans of area.... feeling helpless...::

CMO Lt. Praxton
<Dr. Grey> Kahli: Calm down!!

Lt R. Rose
:::: Wonders if there is anyone to share a drink with that he knows :::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::WOnders what Quchant finds to do at ops when nothing is going on::

Capt. Brinn
::stands, looking at Guglaron:: Think you can handle the bridge?  :;grins::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::concentrates with some difficulty on routine checks ... wants to get back to quarters for a shower::

CMO Lt. Praxton
<Dr. Grey> ::gives Kahli a hypo to calm him down and goes to check on Quchant::

FCO Ens. Sea
::dodging asteroids and playing in a few planet's rings::

ENGINEER Ensign Kahli
::grabs Doc Grey and opens mouth as if to speak:: No ! They needed help !! ::eyelids flutter and passes out again into neurological failure::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks up at CO:: I think I can keep it in one piece sir

Capt. Brinn
After that, XO, I think a stopby the lounge is in order for me <s>

Lt. Ornay
::she notices the course that the ship is taking and wonders if Sea is on another flight of fancy::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
CO: fancy a Black Ale then Sir?

FCO Ens. Sea
~~~~wheeeeeeeeeeee~~~~~

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::hears the XO ..... hopes he is not just wondering!::

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
::Turns to Gug::Gug:  Sounds good.  How about the bar?

Counselor Tharrn
::twiddles thumbs::

Asst. TAC Pang (LtJG)
::remembers Peters in her handkerchief ... giggles to herself::

ENGINEER Ensign Kahli
::dies:: flatline /\____/\______________

CMO Lt. Praxton
<Dr. Grey> ::runs tricorder over Kahli::  ::he is having seziures and dies::

Lt R. Rose
::::Continues pulling out dead plants :::

XO Cmdr. Guglaron
::looks over to Peters:: Peters: I think you need a break :)

Chief Engineer Lt. Peters
Gug:  I think I need another hangover

FCO Ens. Sea
::thank you for flying Sea airlines we hope you enjoyed our hospitality...::

CMO Lt. Praxton
<Dr. Grey>::shakes head::

ENGINEER Ensign Kahli
<<<<<<<<<<<<END MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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